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Researchers will soon be jostling
for access to a new generation
of NMR spectrometers allowing
analysis of ever larger proteins,
reports Michael Gross
A shiny UFO has landed a few miles
from Oxford, and rolled out a spiral
staircase. That’s at least what you
might be forgiven for thinking when
you see the latest product of Oxford
Instruments: an NMR magnet
muscling up to 21.1 tesla,
corresponding to a proton
frequency of 900 MHz. (The previous
record-holder works at 800 MHz,
while most biological NMR work is
done on 500 and 600 MHz
machines.) The spectrometer
includes this magnet and the
electronics provided by Varian Inc.
has been working since last summer,
and laboratories in the major
industrial nations are preparing to
add a 900 MHz spectrometer to their
machine park. 
Apart from the stunning design,
there are also good scientific reasons
to buy the new machine if you have
three million pounds handy.
Basically, it’s all about size — most of
the proteins that had their structures
solved by NMR are smaller than
25 kDa, while most proteins that
biologists are keen to get solved are
bigger than 25 kDa. In 1997, Kurt
Wüthrich’s group at the ETH Zurich
developed a new method called
TROSY, which simplifies the
notoriously complex spectra obtained
from large proteins without losing too
much of the information content.
The method is particularly useful for
proteins bigger than 20 kDa, and
may well be extended into the range
beyond 100 kDa. Theoreticians
predict that for TROSY experiments
there is a ‘magic field’ where the
linewidth will become almost
infinitely sharp. This condition is
expected to be realised at a proton
frequency around 1,000 MHz. And
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900 MHz is already close enough to
this magic number to bear the
promise of quite significant
improvements in comparison to the
previous generations of
spectrometers. 
Most of the richer nations are
expected to buy two to three of these
instruments each. In Germany, the
national research council DFG has
already splashed out 20 million DM
for two spectrometers to be based in
Munich, where building work is
already underway, and Frankfurt.
Britain is likely to see the UFOs
landing in Oxford and possibly in
Birmingham, with financial support
from the Wellcome Trust. The
Japanese RIKEN-funded Genomic
Sciences Centre has plans to install
three such machines, while in the
USA, the National High Magnetic
Field Laboratory in Tallahassee,
Florida, and the Scripps Research
Institute in La Jolla, California, will be
among the first half-dozen institutes
to upgrade to the new technology. 
The high cost and relatively small
number of these instruments will
have implications for the way in
which research in structural biology
is conducted. The current work-
horses of biological NMR, the 500
and 600 MHz spectrometers, are
spread out in a way that many
university institutes and industrial
research facilities around the world
have two to four of them, including
the top labs in developing countries.
Thus, 24-hour-slot of machine time
on these instruments are available to
most NMR researchers locally and
without much formality. For the
limited capacities of the higher field
instruments, however, access will
need to be regulated in some way.
Scientifically, this will mean that
researchers will be expected to
present a standard 500 MHz
spectrum of their sample and justify
why they want to look at it at very
high field. Politically, it will mean
that a balance will have to be found
between the needs of the institutions
hosting the top spectrometers and
the wishes of the researchers from
less favoured labs. 
While everyone seems to be
aware that such arrangements need
to be discussed, there is no clear
policy in sight. At least for those
spectrometers that remain national
property (rather than being handed
over to a university institute that can
do as it pleases), a solution similar to
the beam time allocation procedure
for synchrotrons may be required,
depending on how the demand for
machine time builds up. 
Those who don’t get access to the
900 MHz instrument may take
comfort in the thought that in two or
three years from now it will only be
second-best anyway. The Tsukuba
Magnet Laboratory in Japan is
already making progress with the
development of a 23.5 tesla magnet
which will work at the magical 1
GHz frequency. And beyond that? If
the theoreticians were right, there
will be little incentive to drive the
magnetic field strength any higher
than 1000 or possibly 1050 MHz.
Instead, space will become the final
frontier. Currently the bore which
holds the sample is extremely narrow
in most instruments, which can
typically accommodate sample tubes
of up to 5 mm diameter. For some
special applications, such as solid
state NMR, wide-bore magnets at
very high field are required. The
next challenge will be to build such
magnets in a way that makes them
more affordable than a spacecraft —
even if they sometimes look like one.
Michael Gross is a science writer based at
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at www.michaelgross.co.uk.  
Taking off: Oxford Instrument’s new 900
MHz NMR machine, soon to be available to
researchers, will allow analysis of larger
proteins than currently possible but access
may be more difficult to obtain than in the
past.
